
GREETINGS FROM THE IG CHAIR
By William Ocasio
We are very excited to share with all of you our 
second newsletter. In this newsletter you can read 
more about why you should submit to our IG for SMS 
2019 in Minneapolis, and we even have some sight-
seeing tips from locals. We also want to introduce you 
to the new members of the IG-leadership and look 
back on a very successful SMS in Paris.

To inspire you, let us share what research scholars in 
our IG are excited about in the video below.
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Minneapolis 2019: Invitation to submit
By Nicolai Foss
Over the last few years, the Behavioral Strategy IG 
has experienced strong and sustained growth. For 
example, for last year’s Paris conference, we not 
only had a record breaking number of 
submissions, but the IG the Behavioral Strategy IG 
was the second largest in number of submissions, 
after the Entrepreneurship & Strategy IG. Although 
it is not a distinct goal of the IG to continue to 
grow in absolute and relative terms, we wouldn’t 
be surprised if we continue our growth trajectory 
continues for the Minneapolis conference. 
The growth in the number of paper submissions 
has been accompanied by establishing a very well-
functioning organizational structure with very 
active committees for Engagement, Membership 
Relationship and Services, and Program and 
Elections. I strongly suggest that you sign up for 
our exciting “Behavioral Hangouts” which offer 
unique opportunities to socialize with other 
members of the IG and discuss research. 
Part of the reason the behavioral strategy IG has 
been so successful lately arguably is that the 
themes of the IG speaks to a number of influential 
current trends in strategy. The broad aim of the IG 
is to address how psychology insights can inform 
the theory and practice of strategic management. 
Scholars in the IG draw on insights on decision 
heuristics and biases, risk-taking, cognitive 
schema, advances in motivational psychology, 
learning anomalies, studies of executive narcissism 
and hubris.

However, it also seems clear that behavioral 
strategy is a big tent, beyond psychology and 
behavioral economics, that links up with new 
currents in organizational theory, sociology, and 
communications to provide us a deeper and richer 
understanding how strategic behavior works, and 
its consequences. As such, behaviorial strategy 
does not only offer a richer understanding of the 
role of cognition, motivation, affect and so on in 
strategy, but also promises to contextualize such 
psychological foundations in a rich way. 
Additionally, because it starts from a micro-focus 
and links up with psychology research, behavioral 
strategy naturally links up those experimental, and 
even neuro-scientific, approaches that have

become of increasing importance in strategy 
research.

This year’s conference theme, “Out of the 
Spotlight Strategies,” is perhaps particular 
germane to the IG. Thus, behavioral strategy 
offers insights, e.g., in cognitive framing, 
confirmation biases, etc., that directly address why 
some strategies may not be recognized by 
competitors, or even by top-management as 
strategies emerge in a bottom-up manner. Thus, 
there is a particularly strong reason to encourage 
you to submit a paper for our track for the 
Minneapolis conference. 

Let’s hangout in Minneapolis!

What about you organize one of the Behavioral
Hangouts in Minneapolis? Just pick an 
experience you want to share with others, set a 
time and date, and let us know via email so that 
we can involve the rest of the membership. 
Need some ideas? Visit the conference website
and read on the next page about some favorites
of our colleagues at the University of Minnesota. 
We look forward to hanging out together in 
Minneapolis!

Submission deadline:
February 20, 2019

Submission deadline:
February 20, 2019

mailto:theresa%20tcho@snu.ac.kr?subject=Behavioral%20IG%20Hangout
https://www.strategicmanagement.net/minneapolis/overview/travel-and-hotel/city-information
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SIGHTSEEING TIPS FROM LOCALS

Mary Benner
Visit Eat Street - a stretch of Nicollet Avenue 
south of downtown (between about 24th and 
28th Streets South), where you can find a taste 
of everything - Vietnamese, Mexican, Chinese, 
Thai, Malaysian, German, Greek, and more. 
Favorites are the pho at Quang or the mango 
chicken at Peninsula. For dessert, there are 
donuts from Glam Doll or churros from Marissa's 
Bakery.

Jiao Luo
15-20 minutes’ Uber ride away is the other city
of the Twin Cities, St. Paul, the state capital of
Minnesota. Catch a performance at the Ordway
Center for the Performing Arts at the heart of
downtown, featuring stunning old-city
architectures. Admire the mansions lining
Summit Avenue and tour the grand James J. Hill
House; and enjoy good food at some of the
hottest restaurants in the twin cities such as
Meritage, In Bloom, or Saint Dinette.

Aseem Kaul
I would have to say my favorite place in the 
Twin Cities is the Dakota Jazz Club. Located just 
two blocks from the SMS conference hotel, the 
Dakota is one of the premier jazz clubs in the 
country, featuring live music seven days a week 
from some of the most exciting artists 
performing today. Whether you dig hard bop, 
groove to latin swing, thrill to gypsy rhythms, 
are sentimental about the great American song 
book, coolly admire post-bop architecture from 

an ironic distance, or just like to party New 
Orleans style, the Dakota does it all. Their 
martinis are crisp, their gumbo is sultry, and 
there's a small but statistically significant 
probability that by the time the encore comes 
on someone will be dancing in the aisles.

Evan Rawley
When you come to Minneapolis you should 
definitely get on a bike--there is a bike sharing 
system available all over the city--and ride the 
extensive trails along Mississippi River and 
around some of the many lakes that dot the 
area. It is a lovely way to see the city. Make 
sure you stop in at the Guthrie Theater to take 
in the free views of the downtown and 
waterfront from the cantilevered viewing 
platform (and to see a show, if you have time). 
But, no visit is complete without a visit to the 
Minneapolis Sculpture Garden, which is replete 
with classic, monumental and whimsical 
sculptures. Its free and open from 6am to 
midnight. If you are hungry for food or more 
art, head across the street to the Walker Art 
Center for a top-notch museum and an 
excellent restaurant.

Myles Shaver
At that time of year, I'd suggest a river cruise to 
see the fall colors. Here are two companies that 
do cruises on the Mississippi River in 
Minneapolis and St. Paul. Or - about 40 minutes 
east - on the St. Croix River (border of MN and 
WI).

https://www.minneapolis.org/neighborhoods/south/eat-street/
http://www.quang-restaurant.com/
https://peninsulamalaysiancuisine.com/
https://glamdolldonuts.com/
https://www.yelp.com/biz/marissas-bakery-minneapolis
https://ordway.org/
http://www.mnhs.org/hillhouse
http://www.meritage-stp.com/
https://www.inbloomstp.com/
https://www.saintdinette.com/
https://www.dakotacooks.com/
https://www.guthrietheater.org/
https://walkerart.org/visit/garden
https://walkerart.org/
https://www.twincitiescruises.com/public-cruises
https://www.riverrides.com/
https://stcroixrivercruises.com/public-cruises/fall-colors-cruise/
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Sucheta Nadkarni 
I am professor at the University of Cambridge Judge Business School. My research centers on 
exploring the micro-foundations of strategy. I apply theories from psychology to understand 
phenomena such as strategic change and competitive dynamics. I am taking on the role of associate 
chair of the IG. I am quite excited about this role because the 
hallmark of the IG is the "big tent" vision with members coming from 
many different disciplines. This provides tremendous opportunities to 
bring diverse ideas and thoughts together to push the boundaries of 
strategy through boundary spanning panels, symposia and workshops. 
Best SMS so far: I can’t single out one. But I think the SMS conferences 
are increasingly promoting new thoughts and ideas and in particular, 
involving practicing executives much more closely in the conversation.

Craig Crossland 
I'm currently an Associate Professor in the Management & Organization department at Notre Dame, 
where I've been since 2013. My research interests lie in the areas of strategic leadership/upper 
echelons, the microfoundations of strategy, and corporate governance. 
I'll be serving on the Member Relationship & Services committee. I expect 
to help out with tasks such as member engagement, the pre-conference 
program, and, especially, IG social events (I'm big on social events). 

Best SMS so far: SMS 2012 in Prague. The location was beautiful,
the sessions were engaging and it was the genesis of a set of friendships
and a social community within SMS that I still treasure. 

Vibha Gaba
I am an Associate Professor of Entrepreneurship at INSEAD. My research examines how organizations 
learn and how it impacts their ability to innovate and adapt. Specifically, I am interested in the 
decision making implications of performance feedback in organizations. I
am excited about research in the behavioral strategy field that uses big data
and machine learning tools to answer questions we haven't been able to
address so far. I am looking forward to work with the leadership of this IG.
Best SMS so far: SMS 2018 in Paris. Not just because of the city, which I 
love, but because of the great interactions I had with scholars in this IG 
during the sessions, in the doctoral consortium, and over coffee.

Jeanine Porck
I’m an Assistant Professor in the Management department at Oklahoma State University. My research 
interests include strategy process, behavioral strategy, microfoundations of intrafirm relationships, 
multiteam systems, and leadership. This newsletter is the result of the 
creativity and effort of the engagement committee, which I am happy to
Be a part of. I am also excited about meeting lots of new colleagues 
during our behavioral strategy hangouts and socials!

Best SMS so far: Rome was my first and most memorable SMS. I met 
so many great scholars, got a good sense of the SMS community and met
a friend for live, all with beautiful Rome as the backdrop: amazing!

Get to know the new members of the IG-leadership
Click on the video icons to learn even more

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u4NZ7d_t8PU&list=PLsioOaFBEhDS8le2gbNgv_ppbdXx47VEP&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QYgqGXCgjBA&t=0s&list=PLsioOaFBEhDS8le2gbNgv_ppbdXx47VEP&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=issPRD4wn2Y&index=4&list=PLsioOaFBEhDS8le2gbNgv_ppbdXx47VEP
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4-d7GVV1MjA&t=10s&list=PLsioOaFBEhDS8le2gbNgv_ppbdXx47VEP&index=8


If you want to volunteer and join the Behavioral Strategy Interest Group
Contact: BehavioralStrategyIG@gmail.com

www.strategicmanagement.net/ig-behavioral-strategy/overview

Behavioral Strategy IG Engagement Committee:
Daniel Gamache, Giada Di Stefano, Jeanine Porck, Krishna Kumar Balaraman, and Peter Bryant.

LOOKING BACK AT SMS 2018 IN PARIS
The SMS conference in Paris 2018 was an outstanding year for the Behavioral Strategy IG. As 
reported in the previous newsletter, the IG received a record number of submissions, resulting 
in a competitive, high quality program. In fact, Behavioral Strategy is now one of the most 
dynamic, fastest growing IGs. 

The Business Meeting in Paris was very well attended. During the meeting, Program Chair 
William Ocasio announced the three Best Paper Awards. This year, all went to papers primarily 
authored by doctoral students, in recognition of their effort at conducting interesting, robust, 
and relevant work in our field. Join us in congratulating the winners: Paul Gouvard, HEC Paris 
(Most Interesting Paper); Sourobh Ghosh and Andy Wu, HBS (Best Paper); Sourobh Ghosh, 
HBS (Best Doctoral Student Paper). Click on the videos below to know more.

Behavioral Strategy Extension
Prior to the main meeting in Paris, Loughborough University in London hosted a conference 
extension sponsored by the IG, about “Behavioral Strategy and Microfoundations: Inspiring 
Cross-level and Multi-level Theorizing.” About 20 scholars from around the world shared a day 
of rich discussion about this important topic. Keynote addresses were given by Elizabeth Lim 
(Georgia State University) and Libby Weber (UC Irvine), with an excellent discussion by Teppo
Felin (Oxford University). Attendees commented it was an enjoyable and stimulating day. 

Behavioral Hangouts
Another innovation this year was the IG Hangouts, a series of fun opportunities for members to 
get together, socialize and enjoy the delights of the city. Groups ran, ate, walked and talked, 
exemplifying the behavioral commitment among members in the IG. Many thanks to Daniel 
Gamache, Giada Di Stefano, Daniella Laureiro and Anastasiya Zavyalova for organizing these. 
The photo shows colleagues on the jogging Hangout along the banks of the river Seine in Paris.

http://www.strategicmanagement.net/ig-behavioral-strategy/overview
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vvC36wME6O8&index=5&list=PLsioOaFBEhDS8le2gbNgv_ppbdXx47VEP
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0r28_LlUu1I&list=PLsioOaFBEhDS8le2gbNgv_ppbdXx47VEP&index=6
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